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The book explains and deduces mathematically the working principle of many architectures, and presents commented examples (good ones) in structured English (very similar to Pascal). I used it as the basis for many NN's and felt quite satisfied in all cases.

The appearance of digital computers and the development of modern theories
of learning and neural processing both occurred at about the same time, during
the late 1940s. Since that time, the digital computer has been used as a tool
to model individual neurons as well as clusters of neurons, which are called
neural networks. A large body of neurophysiological research has accumulated
since then. For a good review of this research, see Neural and Brain Modeling
by Ronald J. MacGregor [21]. The study of artificial neural systems (ANS) on
computers remains an active field of biomedical research.
Our interest in this text is not primarily neurological research. Rather, we
wish to borrow concepts and ideas from the neuroscience field and to apply them
to the solution of problems in other areas of science and engineering. The ANS
models that are developed here may or may not have neurological relevance.
Therefore, we have broadened the scope of the definition of ANS to include
models that have been inspired by our current understanding of the brain, but
that do not necessarily conform strictly to that understanding.
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Broadcast Announcing Worktext, Third Edition: A Media Performance Guide (Book & CD Rom)Focal Press, 2009
This book provides the aspiring broadcast performer with the skills, techniques, and procedures necessary to enter this highly competitive field. In addition to the principles of good performance, this text addresses the importance of audience and how to change message to communicate effectively to various groups. Television and radio studio...
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UML for Database DesignAddison Wesley, 2001
The Unified Modeling Language (UML), the standard graphical notation for  modeling business and software application needs, has emerged as an effective  modeling tool for database design. When used as a common modeling language for  the many facets of system development, the UML can serve as a unifying framework  that facilitates...
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Cost Containment and Efficiency in National Health Systems: A Global Comparison (Health Care and Disease Management)John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Written by a local health economics expert, each of the eight chapters in this timely handbook and ready reference describes the national healthcare system of a different industrialized country. In each case, the 4-5 specific policies with the highest impact on that respective country over the past 20-30 years are identified. In addition, the...
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Internet Explorer Construction Kit For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Personalize your browser or build one just for your business
Create a G-rated browser for your kids or one geared  toward your hobbies     

Think you can build a better browser than those big guys? Go for it! You don't need a degree in programming, just these easy-to-follow instructions and the tools on the CD-ROM. Make your browser...
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The Languages of Western Tonality (Computational Music Science)Springer, 2013

	Tonal music, from a historical perspective, is far from homogenous; yet an enduring feature is a background "diatonic" system of exactly seven notes orderable cyclically by fifth. What is the source of the durability of the diatonic system, the octave of which is representable in terms of two particular integers, namely 12 and 7?...
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Project ManagementMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Everything You Need to Help Your Company and Your Career as a Successful Project Manager

Effective project management is valuable in any fieldand will enhance your career at every level! Project Management provides a step-by-step, all-inclusive introduction to the tools and...
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